Use of manned submersible and autonomous stereo-camera array to assess forage fish and associated subtidal habitat
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ABSTRACT

Forage fish and fish associated with particular benthic habitats (e.g., rockfishes, sand eels, sand lances) may be particularly difficult to assess through standard survey methodologies. Stereo-cameras, video, and automated visual data may serve as useful complementary tools to provide insight into the dynamics of these species. Visual methods may be used not only to estimate abundance and distribution, but also to inform important biological metrics and life history attributes. We explored the application of these methods to assess Pacific sand lance (\textit{Ammodytes personatus}), a forage fish associated with benthic sediments, using a combination of directed observations from a manned submersible and quantitative analysis of fixed image footage obtained with a stereo-camera. This research provides a better understanding of how \textit{in situ} observations and automated image analysis might complement other methods to estimate fish abundance, distribution, habitat, and behavior. Visual data were compared to data collected via directed sampling using physical extraction methods at the same site in the same year. Submersible observations provided new insights on the physical conditions and habitat. Visual observations confirmed wavefield morphologies previously identified through multibeam acoustic imagery and measured attributes relevant to the physical oceanography of the water column above this benthic habitat feature. Visual observations also informed understanding of light penetration, relevant to diurnal cues for seasonal progression and diel vertical migration and foraging. Submersible observations provided insights into abundance, schooling dynamics, and behavioral attributes, including avoidance in response to physical disturbance and aggregation in presence of artificial light. Quantitative analysis of stereo-camera data in center-edge and north-south transects determined that fish abundance and length distribution was relatively uniform throughout this particular benthic habitat. Estimates of measurement error associated with stereo-cameras were calculated and correction factors identified. Mean lengths estimated in visual data and in physical specimens were closely matched, though variance in visual data measurements was far greater. This error was reduced when filtering data on the basis of orthogonal position or incidence angle relative to the camera. Our research provides important insights to the presence, distribution, abundance, and movement of Pacific sand lance within benthic sand wavefield habitats. Our research also provides insight to the applications, opportunities, and constraints to observation-based sampling methods, including the use of manned submersibles and automated stereo-cameras.

1. Introduction

Effective monitoring of pelagic marine fish populations may require a variety of assessment methods (Boldt et al., 2017, 2018, 2019; Baker et al., 2018; Moriarty et al., 2020). Standardized abundance indices based on catch and effort indices and fishery-dependent data are a fundamental input to stock assessments (Hilborn, 1979; Maunder and Punt, 2004; Bishop, 2006), but fishery-dependent data may be of limited utility in monitoring non-target species or non-target areas (Thorson and Ward, 2014; Thorson et al., 2016). Surveys and other traditional
fishery-independent assessment methods (Hilborn and Walters, 2013) provide more comprehensive indices of system biomass (Sainsbury et al., 2000; Koslow and Davison, 2016), species distribution (Baker and Hollowed, 2014; Moriarty et al., 2020) and species dynamics (Gaichas et al., 2010; Karp et al., 2019). These methods, however, may be spatially limited (Link et al., 2011), biased in their target or design (Thorson et al., 2016), ineffective in certain habitats (Baker et al., 2019a) or constrained in accurately assessing certain types of fishes, particularly pelagic and forage fishes (Fréon and Misund, 1999; Alheit and Peck, 2019). Estimating fish biomass is particularly challenging where catchability or availability of fish to survey gear is limited (Ward, 2008). Estimating biomass and abundance is further complicated where the distribution of the species is restricted to specific habitats (Miliar and Methot, 2002) or the species of interest is characterized by patchiness in spatial or temporal distribution (Thorson et al., 2011; Boyd et al., 2015).

Fish are temporally and spatially variable in their abundance and distribution, particularly forage fish (Fréon and Misund, 1999; Greene et al., 2015; Baker, 2021). This may restrict their availability to surveys (McGowan et al., 2019). Fish species with specific habitat-specific associations, such as rockfish, also pose a particular challenge (Spencer and lanelli, 2014). Often alternative methods are required (Clarke et al., 2009; Rooper et al., 2011; Honkalehto et al., 2011; Hanselman et al., 2012). Remotely operated vehicles (ROVs; Brodeur, 2001; Auster et al., 2003), autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs; Tolimieri et al., 2008) and human-occupied submersibles (Stein et al., 1992; Starr et al., 1996; Yoklavich et al., 2000; Nasby-Lucas et al., 2002; Rodgveller et al., 2011; Pacunski et al., 2008, 2013) have demonstrated utility in assessing fish abundance and fish habitat. We used a manned submersible (Fig. 1a) and an attached stereo-camera system (Fig. 1b) to enumerate, measure, and observe habitat interactions for an unassessed sand-associated North Pacific forage fish at a deep-water sand wavefield in the Salish Sea.

Our study focuses on Pacific sand lance (PSL; Ammodytes personatus, Orr et al., 2015), an ecologically important forage fish distributed throughout the North Pacific Ocean (Appendix, Fig. A-1). Relatively little is known about this species in contrast to commercially valuable North Pacific forage fish such as Pacific herring, sardines, and anchovies (Liedtke et al., 2013). PSL are also distinguished from other common northern latitude forage fish species in their reliance on bottom sediments for refuge (Bizzarro et al., 2016). The San Juan Archipelago in the Salish Sea has a complex bathymetry influenced by previous glaciation (Greene and Barrie, 2011) and provides habitat for what is likely a very significant number of PSL (Greene et al., 2011, 2020; Baker et al., 2021b, In Review). The region is characterized by strong currents, significant oceanic inputs and upwelling (Thomson and Ware, 1996) and is also important habitat to hundreds of species of birds, mammals, and fishes, many of which rely on PSL as a prey resource (Gaydos et al., 2008; Gaydos and Pearson, 2011; Pietsch and Orr, 1999).

An extensive sampling effort conducted by Selleck et al. (2015) found PSL along 82 % of sampled shoreline in the San Juan Islands and the Strait of Georgia. In addition to nearshore populations, Greene and Pacunski (unpublished; 2004) discovered a subtidal sand wave field, during a Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) remotely operated vehicle (ROV) video survey. This San Juan Channel sand wave field has been extensively studied and determined to be an important habitat for PSL (Greene et al., 2017, 2020; Baker et al., 2019b; Baker et al., 2021b, In Review). It is estimated to provide benthic habitat for as many as 100 million PSL (Sisson and Baker, 2017) ages 0–4 years (Matta and Baker, 2020). Many benthic sediments with similar sediment features in the area have since been identified as potential PSL habitat (Greene et al., 2011; Baker, unpublished data).

Since 2010, the Pelagic Ecosystem Function research apprenticeship [http://courses.washington.edu/pelecof/index.html] at the University of Washington Friday Harbor Laboratories, WA, USA has been focused on studies of PSL at this site (Newton et al., 2018, 2019). Sampling has largely involved sampling PSL with a Van Veen grab. This method has been useful for securing fish and answering questions about sediment association (Baker et al., 2021b, In Review), length-at-age analyses (Matta and Baker, 2020), and demographics and annual condition (Baker et al., 2019b). While successful and efficient in securing fish at known benthic sites (Høines and Bergstad, 2001; Hassel et al., 2004; Greenstreet et al., 2010), sampling by means of Van Veen has limitations. The probability of Van Veen closure is restricted to certain sediment types because large-sized sediment may prevent closure of the device. Additionally, Van Veen grabs are limited to the top layer of sediment (< 22 cm). These methods are also restricted to periods of time when the fish are dormant in sediments, rather than active in the water column. Most importantly, these methods do not allow for observation of fish behavior, response to disturbance, movement between the benthos and the water column, schooling dynamics, physical dynamics related to sediment movement, or analysis of environmental conditions at depth.

In many pelagic fishes, abundance and distribution are effectively monitored and analyzed through acoustic methods (Horne, 2000; Gauthier and Horne, 2004). Unlike most pelagic fishes, however, sand lance and sand eels (Ammodytes spp.) lack swim bladders and their acoustic properties are very different than other pelagic fish species (Mosteiro et al., 2004). Specifically, these fish have relatively low target strength values (Forland et al., 2014), which are necessary for accurate acoustic measurements. Acoustic approaches have been applied in the Atlantic (Hassel et al., 2003; Mackinson et al., 2005; Johnsen et al., 2009); however, as sand lance and sand eel form compact schools with

Fig. 1. OceanGate Inc. Cyclops I submersible (left); NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service stereo-camera array (right).
low reflectance (weak acoustic backscatter) and are often distributed near-bottom, acoustic methods are limited in their effectiveness and resolution (Ona and Mitson, 1997). In the Northeast Atlantic, where sand eel support one of the most important commercial fisheries by volume (ICES, 2018), pelagic trawls and dredges are used to measure relative densities of these fish in the seabed (Jensen, 2001; van der Kooij et al., 2008). Here too, there are issues of catchability, both in survey trawls (Fraser et al., 2007) and dredge tows (Mackinson et al., 2005; van Deurs et al., 2012). There is international demand for fishery-independent data to improve abundance estimation (Kubilius and Ona, 2012) and to inform management of forage species (ICES, 2008). Current limitations to effective sampling of these fish motivate our efforts to explore and apply new methods.

As an alternative assessment method, stereo-camera surveys have been successfully applied to assess abundance and distribution and to conduct fish length measurements (Harvey et al., 2003; Watson et al., 2005; Shortis et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2016b; Boldt et al., 2018). Fish measurements obtained from stereo-camera imagery have been shown to be accurate (Harvey et al., 2003; Seiler et al., 2012). In addition to developing estimates for fish abundance and morphological metrics, fish behavior can be observed (Somerton et al., 2017). Stereo-camera imagery allows for continuous sampling through space and time as stereo-camera systems can be used on fixed stationary platforms. Operated from submersibles, stereo-cameras may be combined with direct observation to quantify observed dynamics, metrics, and behaviors. Used either in isolation or in combination with other approaches, stereo-cameras can provide a unique perspective and insights, particularly on species difficult to assess through alternative methods.

Fig. 2. Map of the San Juan Channel sand wave field and two submersible transects in OceanGate Cyclops 1, where Pacific sand lance were observed (left panel). Map of sample locations for a series of Van Veen sediment grabs between September 10, 2018 and December 2, 2018, where Pacific sand lance were collected (right panel). Multibeam bathymetry source, see Greene and Barrie, 2011.
We applied stereo-camera data from submersible surveys in concert with Van Veen grab sampling methods to integrate and contrast these approaches and gain greater insight to sources of error associated with each approach. By applying multiple methods at a common site, we provide insight to the behavior, abundance, and attributes of an important, but poorly understood forage fish in the North Pacific. We also introduce potential approaches and correction factors to address bias in stereo-camera morphometric measurement estimates related to fish orientation and suggest improvements in the application of stereo-camera arrays and submersible survey efforts.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study site

PSL were collected or observed at the San Juan Channel (SJC) sand wavefield (48°31’ N, 122°57’ W; Fig. 2) in the Salish Sea, Washington, USA. The sand wavefield covers an area of approximately 600,000 m² and is oriented north-south. The sand wavefield is approximately 0.74 km wide (east-west) and 1.88 km long (north-south) at a depth of 60 m in the north and 80 m at the southern extent. This wavefield contains bedforms with wavelengths up to 100 m and heights of approximately 1–4 m within its central area. It is sharply bounded with definitive edges of the field, maintained by strong tidal currents (Greene et al., 2017). The sand wavefield is a known habitat for adult PSL (Greene et al., 2011, 2017, 2020; Sisson and Baker, 2017; Baker et al., 2019b; Baker et al., 2021b, In Review). Research at the University of Washington Friday Harbor Laboratories has surveyed PSL from the SJC sand wave field in multiple years (2006, 2010–2020). PSL were collected or observed at the San Juan Channel (SJC) sand wavefield (48°31’ N, 122°57’ W; Fig. 2) in the Salish Sea, Washington, USA. The sand wavefield covers an area of approximately 600,000 m² and is oriented north-south. The sand wavefield is approximately 0.74 km wide (east-west) and 1.88 km long (north-south) at a depth of 60 m in the north and 80 m at the southern extent. This wavefield contains bedforms with wavelengths up to 100 m and heights of approximately 1–4 m within its central area. It is sharply bounded with definitive edges of the field, maintained by strong tidal currents (Greene et al., 2017). The sand wavefield is a known habitat for adult PSL (Greene et al., 2011, 2017, 2020; Sisson and Baker, 2017; Baker et al., 2019b; Baker et al., 2021b, In Review). Research at the University of Washington Friday Harbor Laboratories has surveyed PSL from the SJC sand wave field in multiple years (2006, 2010–2020).

2.2. Sand wave field physical attributes – multibeam bathymetric imaging

Prior to the submersible survey, multibeam echosounder surveys (MBES) were conducted as part of a collaboration between the Geological Survey of Canada, Canadian Hydrographic Service, Center for Habitat Studies, Moss Landing Marine Labs, and Tomboko/Sea Doc Society. These marine geophysical surveys acquired wide swath MBES bathymetry and backscatter throughout the Northwest Straits region of the Salish Sea (southern Gulf Islands and the San Juan Archipelago). These data along with side-scan sonar mosaics and 3.5 kHz sub-bottom seismic-reflection profiles were used to produce habitat types (Greene et al., 2011, 2020). These data were also used to produce seafloor images of the sediment wave field for this investigation. MBES bathymetric maps were analyzed and used to identify unique subsections of the wave field based on depth, wave height and length, and bedform slope. Five unique sections along the north-south latitudinal gradient were identified as comparison indices for PSL length, and bedform slope. Five unique sections along the north-south

2.3. Van Veen sampling of sediments

PSL were sampled from the sand wavefield using a Van Veen grab (0.12 m² surface area). A total of 402 PSL were collected in a total of 67 Van Veen grabs, completed across a series of seven research cruises. Research cruises were conducted between September 10, 2018 and December 2, 2018 on the University of Washington Friday Harbor Laboratories R/V Centennial or R/V Auklet. Captured fish were brought back to the Friday Harbor Laboratories, Washington, USA for total length measurement.

2.4. Submersible – OceanGate Cyclops I

The OceanGate Cyclops I manned submersible (https://www.oceangate.com/pdf/oceangate-cyclops-1.pdf; Fig. 1a) was used to conduct sampling along a set of transects (Fig. 2). Cyclops I operated with an enhanced automated control system designed by the University of Washington Applied Physics Lab and OceanGate engineering, using a combination of commercial off-the-shelf technology and innovative system architecture to monitor life support, power management, navigation and other system diagnostics. The dimensions of the submersible were 6.64 m × 2.83 m × 2.17 m at a weight of 9525 kg and payload of 522 kg. This vessel is capable of diving to depths of 500 m and speeds of 2 knots, using a propulsion system of four Innerspace 1002 electric thrusters. Viewing was facilitated through a 1.45 m acrylic front-facing dome, providing a 180-degree field of view with minimal distortion. Navigation was provided through iXblue PHINS Inertial Navigation System and Teledyne BlueView 2D and 3D sonar. Submersible lighting was provided through two Teledyne Bowtech LEDs (40,000 lumens total output).

2.5. Stereo-camera configuration

Stereoscopic camera arrays developed by Williams et al. (2018) were bolted to the Cyclops I submersible and used to gather non-lethal in situ data on PSL. The system consisted of a camera housing, a strobe light, and a battery, all secured in a metal instrument cage (Fig. 1b). The main housing contained two Chameleon3 machine vision cameras, a single-board ARM (Acorn RISC Machine, Acorn Computers Ltd.) system-on-chip computer (ODroid XU4), and a custom circuit for power and timing control of strobe pulses. Cameras were mounted in a customized aluminum housing manufactured by Sexton Inc. (Salem, OR). Domed viewports were used to allow wide view angles and minimize radial distortion caused by light refraction through flat viewports. The strobe housing was manufactured from 51 mm acetal plastic, using a flat acrylic 19 mm (0.75”) back plate to allow light transmission from the LED elements. The strobe unit consisted of two Bridgelux LED arrays powered by a TaskLED driver, producing approximately 1300 lumens at 10.4 W. The system was powered independent of the submersible using a 24 V 10 Ah NiMH battery pack. The camera, computer strobe light, and battery pack were contained within a protective aluminum housing unit installed on the front of the submersible. Synchronous images were collected from each of the cameras at a frequency of 1 image every 5 s.

2.6. Submersible transects and stereo-camera deployments

OceanGate Cyclops I submersible dive transects with the mounted stereo-camera array were conducted on September 10, 2018 (Dive 1) and September 13, 2018 (Dive 2) within the boundaries of the SJC sand wave field (Fig. 2, left panel). The duration of the dive transects were 180 min and 100 min, respectively. Each dive included an east-west subsection to examine center-edge effects, as well as north-south sub-sections to examine depth gradient effects. Full transects of the entire wavefield on each dive were not possible, as each dive limited in spatial extent by both time constraints and current flow. A subsection of dive 2, included a 20-minute 400 m east-west transect from the center of the wave field to the western edge (Appendix, Fig. A-2) to examine variation related to sand wave type, wave period, and sediment type. Dive 1 also included extended periods of stationary time on bottom for the purposes of observation. The stereo-camera array captured images at five second intervals for the duration of both dives. GPS coordinates were recorded intermittently for dive transects and were synced with image time stamps to provide spatial scales on which to compare recorded fish length and abundance. Images were analyzed to measure fish length and observe schooling behavior. A Blackmagic Pocket Cinema 4 K (4096 × 2160 resolution) video camera outfitted with a Panasonic Leica DG 15 mm F1.7 lens was also deployed in the observation dome of the submersible. Ingested video was analyzed, marking one-minute periods. This was used to determine when the submersible was in active motion, resting on the seafloor for observation, and the duration of periods during which submersible lights were turned off to facilitate observation in natural conditions.
Since a primary intent of this research was to evaluate the effects of submersible dives on the ability to estimate abundance, we deliberately included periods of inactivity as well as active motion, included periods of observation with and without light, and deliberately noted where submersible contact with the bottom caused disturbance to benthic substrates. Explicit attention was also made to determine what attributes of these dives provided unique insights to the physical system (e.g., light, visibility) and fish behavior (e.g., avoidance, dispersal, schooling dynamics, response to disturbance of benthic substrates and response to light and noise) that might complement other forms of directed sampling of these fish and this habitat.

2.7. Stereo-camera image analysis

Prior to deployment, the cameras were calibrated following methods described in Williams et al. (2010), using the Matlab Camera Calibration Toolbox (Bouguet, 2014). The calibration procedure corrected for distortion of the images due to the lens and viewport optics, as well as solving for the epipolar geometry between the two cameras. Upon completion of the dives, the data collected during a deployment were transferred to a computer over a Wi-Fi link. Analysis of each image pair was used to quantify individual fish along each dive transect using SEBASTES. SEBASTES is an open-source stereo image software package written in Python and developed for the explicit purpose of underwater fish measurement from stereo still images (Williams et al., 2016a; Williams et al., 2016b). More on the software is available [https://repository.library.noaa.gov/view/noaa/11999].

All observed fishes were identified to species level, and all PSL visible were identified and counted. PSL with heads and caudal fins clearly visible in both left and right image frames were measured using the SEBASTES measurement function. Where measurements could not be made due to occlusion or poor visibility, PSL range from the camera was estimated by identifying distinct points on each fish such as the fish eye. PSL that were seen in one image frame and not the other were used in count data only.

2.8. Length measurements and error estimation

Fish lengths were measured by using stereo triangulation functions integrated with the camera calibration software package (Bouguet, 2014), which leverage the epipolar geometry of the cameras to estimate the three-dimensional location of each corresponding point seen simultaneously in both cameras (Fig. 3). Length measurements were obtained by identifying the pixel coordinates of the corresponding features of interest in the left and right camera still frames, identifying the forward point of the head and the tail (Fig. 4). These points were used to solve for the three-dimensional coordinates of the points in the images, using calibration-derived parameters. Following identification of the three-dimensional coordinates of the fish endpoints, length was then estimated as the Euclidian distance between the points in real space.

A primary intent of this research was to evaluate methodology and error related to the stereo-camera estimates of length estimation. As a result, analysis was conducted in two phases. Initially all stereo-camera measurements were included in the analysis. Subsequently a correction factor was estimated and subsequently used to explicitly account for measurement error, specifically related to the incidence angle (i.e., deviation of fish position from orthogonal relative to the camera). Measurement error in length estimation in the original data was estimated as a function of both distance of the fish from the camera and position of the fish as a function of angle deviance from an orthogonal position to the camera. To determine clear breakpoints, standard deviation for length measurements were binned into 5 degree intervals and a two-segment regression or piecewise regression was applied to the standard deviation of the length measurements for these 5 degree bins. Segmented linear regression with segments separated by a breakpoint can be useful to quantify an abrupt change of a response function (Muggeo, 2003, 2008). Breakpoints can be interpreted as a threshold value beyond or below which undesired effects occur or error increases. Breakpoints were identified through the least squared method applied separately to each segment, by which the two regression lines were made to fit the data set as closely as possible while minimizing the sum of squares of the differences (Muggeo, 2008).

Volumetric fish density was estimated for frames where the seafloor was not seen in the images. The imaging volume was computed using methods developed by Williams et al. (2018).

2.9. Environmental data

A Teledyne RD Instruments Citadel TS-NH thermosalinograph was encased in a urethane mold and sealed housing [http://www.teledyne marine.com/ctds] and installed on the submersible. This flow-through system was designed for installation on underwater vehicles and uses a NXIC (Non-Externtal Inductive Conductivity) sensor and an aged thermistor to provide precise conductivity salinity [accuracy, ±0.015 PSU] and temperature measurements.

3. Results

3.1. Submersible transects and Van Veen sampling

OceanGate Cyclops I was used to conduct two dives at the SJC sand wave field (Fig. 2, left panel). Sample locations for a series of Van Veen sediment grabs between September 10, 2018 and December 2, 2018 are indicated (Fig. 2, right panel).

3.2. Physical system

The high abundance and widespread distribution of PSL throughout the San Juan Channel sediment wave field confirm this as an extensive sub-tidal deep-water habitat feature for PSL, an important forage fish in the Salish Sea and throughout the North Pacific. This field contains bedforms with wavelengths up to 100 m and heights of approximately 1–4 m. The sand waves in the San Juan Channel sand wave field can be grouped into two classes based on size and shape. Nearly symmetric smaller sand waves were found toward the shallower parts of the wavefield in the north. These sand waves (zone 1 and 2) appear sharp and well defined with slightly steeper flanks facing north. The sand wave heights were 1–2 m, and wavelengths 30–40 m. The sand waves in the southern deeper section of the wavefield (zones 3 and 4) were larger and appeared more irregular. Smaller sand waves and mega-ripples were superimposed upon the large sand waves and fringe the sharp edges of the field. Two major crest orientations were detected, one with an East-
Fish orientation (280°) and another with a Northwest–Southeast direction (315°). A Castaway CTD array collected temperature (°C) and salinity (PSU) profiles for submersible dives (Appendix, Fig. A-3a,c: submersible dive 1; Appendix Fig. A-3b,d: submersible dive 2). During the initial descent, the salinity probe provided erratic data. Otherwise, in both dives, temperature and salinity were relatively static (Appendix, Fig. A-3). In dive 1, temperature decreased and salinity increased as the submersible transited south and to greater depths, and then reversed as the submersible transited back north. This trend (i.e., decreased temperature and increased salinity at depth) was more prominent in the second dive, where the submersible transited nearly continuously south from a bottom depth of 40 m to a bottom depth of 80 m. On several occasions at various depths, the submersible was halted and lights turned off to detect ambient light conditions. Visible light was at a sufficient level to allow for human sight at most depths (40–70 m), but not at the greatest depths of the wavefield (70–80 m).

3.3. Fish abundance

A total of 313 (Dive 1 = 189; Dive 2 = 124) image pairs were analyzed for fish counts to determine maximum number of fish viewable in a single frame (MaxN). In Dive 1, 1691 PSL were observed, with a MaxN of 124 PSL (Fig. 5, left panel). A total of 6148 PSL were observed in Dive 2, with a MaxN of 409 PSL (Fig. 5, right panel; Table 1). A total of 402 PSL were sampled via Van Veen grab, with a maximum number of 49 fish per grab (Table 1).

3.4. Fish length

Fish length was analyzed by examining stereo-camera image pairs in partially automated image software (SEBASTES) and subsequently compared to fish lengths measured in the lab from samples collected in the field from Van Veen grabs. Lengths estimated from Dive 1 (Mean = 9.08 ± 2.86 mm, Range = 1.68–19.85 mm, N = 296) and Dive 2 (Mean = 8.90 ± 2.94 mm, Range = 1.42–19.92 mm, N = 810) were not significantly different (ANOVA: F1,1104 = 2.21, P = 0.111; Fig. 6, left panel). Moreover, length estimates in the submersible dives, analyzed using SEBASTES open source software were not significantly different from lengths measured from euthanized physical specimens measured in the laboratory sampled via Van Veen Grabs (Mean = 9.16 ± 1.1 mm, Range = 6.4–12.8 mm, N = 402; ANOVA, F2,1506 = 2.94, P = 0.053; Appendix, Fig. A-4). Length frequency histograms indicated similar distributions in lengths, though stereo-camera length estimates exhibited higher variance and range with some extreme measurements (Appendix, Fig. A-4), particularly on the upper end of the distribution (Fig. 6, center panel and right panel; Table 1).

3.5. Analysis of fish length and abundance in sections of the sand wave field

To determine whether fish abundance and/or fish length correlated with particular areas or morphologies of the sand wavefield, comparisons were made between (1) identified bathymetric zones of distinct wave period and amplitude, (2) North/South comparisons reflecting different depth ranges, and (3) differences in the center relative to the edge of the wave field. Significant differences in fish abundance were associated with distinct bathymetric zones in both Dive 1 (ANOVA: F3,1695 = 8.70, P < 0.001) and Dive 2 (ANOVA: F2,970 = 16.84, P < 0.001). Significant differences in abundance were also noted between the North and South sections of the wavefield (t-test: t1,2070 = 12.02, P = 0.001) and in subsection of the center-edge transect (ANOVA: F2,99,221 = 5.52, P < 0.001; Appendix, Fig. A-5a, Table 4). These differences, however, were largely driven by the emergence and dispersal of large numbers of fish, as indicated in analyses of the number of fish per frame (Appendix, Fig. A-6), rather than inherent differences in these habitat attributes. Comparisons of mean length (ANOVA: F1,1065 = 0.81, P =
0.368) in North and South sections of the wave field were not significantly different (Appendix, Fig. A-7; Table 2). Significant differences in mean fish length (ANOVA: $F_{3,1141} = 3.47$, $P = 0.016$) were detected between bathymetric zones of distinct wave period and amplitude (Fig. 7, Table 3, statistical tests compared zones 1–4, excluding zone 5 due to a low sample size). Tukey HSD pair-wise comparisons of individual zones noted significant distinctions in mean length between zones 1 and 4, such that fish in zone 1 were larger; no other between-zone distinctions were noted ($P > 0.351$). An analysis of a transect subsection from the center of the sand wave field to the edge (Appendix, Fig. A-2) failed to identify significant differences across the 20 subsections of this center-to-edge transect in mean length (ANOVA: $F_{19, 221} = 0.57$, $P = 0.849$; Appendix, Fig. A-5b, Table 4).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling approach</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sampling Events</th>
<th>Start Time (GMT)</th>
<th>Start Time (GMT)</th>
<th>Duration (min)</th>
<th>Total fish observed</th>
<th>Fish per Van Veen</th>
<th>Fish per Image</th>
<th>Mean length ± SD (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Van Veen</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>5.75 ± 8.26</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9.16 ± 1.06, Range =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.40–12.80, N = 402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dive 1</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17:20</td>
<td>20:20</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1691</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.11 ± 7.5</td>
<td>9.08 ± 2.86, Range =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.68–19.85, N = 296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dive 2</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19:54</td>
<td>21:34</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6148</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6.62 ± 33.35</td>
<td>8.90 ± 2.94, Range =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.42–19.92, N = 810</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Stereo-camera deployments at the San Juan Channel offshore wave fields through submersible dives were conducted in September 2018. Sampling with Van Veen grabs (N = 67 grabs) occurred on 8 sampling dates between September 15 and December 2. Note that stereo-camera length estimates <5 cm and >20 cm were not included in calculations, as there were assumed to be estimation errors.

Fig. 5. Pacific sand lance counts per consecutive stereo-camera frame number during submersible dive 1 (maximum, N = 124) and dive 2 (maximum, N = 409).
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3.6. Analysis of fish length, proclivity to school, and position within the school

To determine whether or not fishes aggregated according to size or whether fish size dictated position within a school, analyses were conducted on (1) the relationship between mean length and the number of fish within the school; and (2) the relationship between mean length and the distance from the center of the school. While no significant relationship was noted related to mean length and number of fish within a school (\( R^2 = 0.02, P = 0.357 \)), the largest schools (\( N > 100 \)) were comprised of mostly smaller fish and larger fish were more frequently observed in isolation or in small numbers (Appendix, Fig. A-8a). While not significant, a weak trend was observed in the relationship between fish size and position within the school (i.e., distance from center of the school), suggesting that larger fish might be more frequently associated with the edge of the school (\( R^2 = 0.10, P = 0.080 \); Appendix, Fig. A-8b).

3.7. Analysis of error associated with stereo-camera measurements

Stereo-camera derived maximum volumetric density of PSL peaked at 378 fish/m\(^3\) at a range of 1.125 m from the camera and mean volumetric density of PSL peaked at 24.5 fish/m\(^3\) at a range of 1.375 m from the camera (Fig. 8). Lower volumetric fish densities in the near-field were clearly evident and likely a result of fish avoidance of the submersible, while the ability to detect PSL decreased as a function of distance from camera, particularly as it extended beyond the observed peak density range. An analysis of length estimates as a function of fish angle relative to the camera showed that fish lengths tended to be over-estimated at the greatest distances from the camera and at the periphery of the image space (Fig. 9a). Moreover, length estimates were more variable when fish were > 50° from orthogonal to the camera viewing direction (Fig. 9b). An analysis of the variance in length as a function of incidence angle showed that variability increased rapidly beyond the > 50° threshold (Fig. A-9). Regression analysis applied to the standard deviation of length measurements for 5-degree bins identified a breakpoint at 50°; the best least squares fit was achieved when adopting a piece-wise approach, using a two-segment regression with the breakpoint at 50°. This steep increase in error (i.e., increase in standard deviation in length measurement) as a function of incidence angle > 50° is shown in supplementary materials (Appendix, Fig. A-9). To further explore the error associated with these results, fish > 50° from orthogonal to the camera were subsequently excluded from length measurements and related analyses. Following the removal of high incidence angle fish, variation in fish length as a function of range (e.g., distance from the camera) was reduced by an order of magnitude (\( R^2 = 0.01, P = 0.004, N = 664; \) Fig. 9c, black lines), in comparison to variation in length measurements with the full data (\( R^2 = 0.11, P < 0.001, N = 1145; \) Fig. 9c, blue lines).

3.8. Revised analyses with correction factor for incidence angle

There were 664 fish measured where the incidence angle was < 50°. In a revised analysis including only these fish, trends evident in the initial analyses were maintained. Fish lengths obtained from Dive 1 (Mean = 8.00 ± 1.63, Range = 1.68–13.90, N = 145) and Dive 2 (Mean = 7.72 ± 1.70, Range = 1.42–16.64, N = 518) still showed no significant difference (ANOVA: \( F_{1,662} = 3.16, P = 0.076 \)). Fish lengths in the four distinct bathymetric zones still indicated significant differences in mean length (ANOVA: \( F_{3,659} = 3.69, P = 0.012 \)) and Tukey HSD pair-wise comparisons distinguished mean lengths in zone 1 and 4 (\( P < 0.044 \)), but in no other pairwise comparisons (\( P > 0.169 \)). Comparisons of mean length in North and South sections of the wave field remained statistically indistinguishable (ANOVA: \( F_{1,661} = 1.75, P = 0.186 \)).

Table 2

Fish abundance and fish length as a function of North and South sections of the SJC sand wave field (dives 1 and 2 combined).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Fish per Image frame</th>
<th>Mean length (cm)</th>
<th>Mean length (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All values</td>
<td>Incidence Angle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>1.4 ± 8.49, N = 0–124</td>
<td>9.29 ± 2.92, Range = 1.65, Range – 7.95 ± 1.65, Range – 5.05–19.01, N = 197</td>
<td>1.68–19.90, N = 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>4.19 ± 26.81, N = 0–400</td>
<td>9.08 ± 2.86, Range = 1.69, Range – 7.73 ± 1.69, Range = 1.68–19.85, N = 999</td>
<td>1.42–16.64, N = 524</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Histograms and boxplots of total length of Pacific sand lance collected from the stereo-camera equipped submersible dives and the Van Veen grab samples (boxplots: box = interquartile range; dot = mean, line = median; whiskers = 95% CI; points = outliers).
Fig. 7. Lower panel: Identified subsections of the SJC wave field as per Greene et al., 2017, from north (A) to south (A’). Upper panel: Box plots of total length of schooling Pacific sand lance observed within discrete identified sections of the SJC sand wave field, data from both dives combined (box: interquartile range; line: median; whiskers: 95 % CI; points: outliers).
significant differences were noted between the 20 subsections of the transect from center to edge of the sand wavefield overall (ANOVA: F_{9,64} = 1.01, P = 0.449). Direct comparison of individual center-to-edge transect subsections demonstrated that individual subsections did not differ from one another (Tukey HSD hoc tests, P > 0.557; Table 4). The re-analysis of data without high incidence angle (> 50°) also determined that there was no trend in fish length as a function of fish position within the school (distance from center; R^2 = 0.04, P = 0.294).

3.9. Fish behavior and response

Fish response to submersible activity was evident in preliminary observations within the submersible, as well as in subsequent analyses of the data (Fig. 10). Several observations were immediately evident. Fish responded to physical disturbance to the sand wavefield and emerged immediately following contact with the benthos. Peaks of abundance observed throughout the dives coincided with bottom contact for the submersible and these events were followed by reburial or dis-aggregated and erratic behavior by the fish, subsequently followed by organized schooling dynamics, and subsequently burying behavior. Fish were generally not visible or active during periods of stationary observation, regardless of whether the lights of the submersible were on (Fig. 10). In general, once disturbed and in the water column, fish were attracted to the submersible lights. While natural light at bottom was limited, deliberate black-out intervals of observation allowed our eyes to adjust to ambient light in natural conditions. Analysis of accompanying video footage of the dives suggested that the pulsed strobe light associated with the stereo-camera array had no perceivable effect on fish behavior.

4. Discussion

4.1. Value of observational data in submersible surveys

These submersible surveys enabled observations of PSL in situ that provided insights into pelagic schooling dynamics, entry and exit from benthic sediments, interactions with currents, sand wave morphology, light, and disturbance. It also enabled visual surveys of the full extent of an important benthic habitat. This served to groundtruth observations and inferences previously made from MBES bathymetry and soundings. While past research had focused on Van Veen grab sampling for fish and sediment samples, viewing PSL in their natural environment answered important questions on light penetration and response to disturbance. It also raised new questions about schooling dynamics, aggregation and dispersal, evasion and attraction, predation, and response to tidal, diel, and seasonal drivers. It will be critical to further investigate how patterns in light, tidal currents, and seasonal production influence patterns in foraging in the water column and dormancy in sediments, patterns known to be influenced by both diel (Baker et al., 2021a, in prep.) and seasonal timeframes (Baker et al., 2019b).

4.1.1. Improved understanding of benthic habitat, substrates, conditions, and currents

The SJC sediment wavefield represents an extensive sub-tidal habitat feature, important to PSL (Greene et al., 2020). The bathymetry throughout much of the eastern North Pacific and Gulf of Alaska includes deep straits and channels carved out by glaciers with significant

---

**Table 3**

Fish abundance and fish length as a function of distinct bathymetric sections of the SJC sand wave field related to wave period and amplitude (dives 1 and 2 combined).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Fish per Image frame</th>
<th>Total Fish</th>
<th>Mean length (cm)</th>
<th>Mean length (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zone 1</td>
<td>2.18 ± 1</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>9.47 ± 4.00, Range = 0–124</td>
<td>8.36 ± 1.48, Range = 0–124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 2</td>
<td>0.55 ± 2.1</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>8.63 ± 4.37, Range = 0–124</td>
<td>6.88 ± 2.14, Range = 0–124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 3</td>
<td>1.4 ± 8.79</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>9.94 ± 3.56, Range = 0–124</td>
<td>7.83 ± 1.58, Range = 0–124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 4</td>
<td>31.12 ± 1</td>
<td>6415</td>
<td>9.15 ± 3.33, Range = 0–124</td>
<td>7.74 ± 1.69, Range = 0–124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 5</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.46 ± NA, Range = 0–124</td>
<td>3.46 ± NA, Range = 0–124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 4**

Fish abundance and fish length (mean, SD) as a function of a subsection of the transect from center to edge within the SJC sand wave field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minutes from Center of SJC sand wavefield</th>
<th>Fish per Image frame</th>
<th>Total Fish</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>Mean length (cm)</th>
<th>Mean length (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minute 1</td>
<td>0.08 ± 1</td>
<td>70–72</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>70–72</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 3</td>
<td>1.50 ± 1</td>
<td>71–73</td>
<td>8.46 ± 5.33</td>
<td>Range = 0–124</td>
<td>7.92 ± 1.32, Range = 0–124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 4</td>
<td>10.23 ± 1</td>
<td>70–72</td>
<td>9.13 ± 3.00</td>
<td>Range = 0–124</td>
<td>5.02–21.20, N = 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 5</td>
<td>30.83 ± 1</td>
<td>71–73</td>
<td>8.78 ± 3.10</td>
<td>Range = 0–124</td>
<td>7.62 ± 0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 6</td>
<td>1.58 ± 19</td>
<td>72–74</td>
<td>8.05 ± 3.35</td>
<td>Range = 0–124</td>
<td>8.13 ± 1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 7</td>
<td>0.18 ± 2</td>
<td>72–74</td>
<td>9.07 ± 3.86</td>
<td>Range = 0–124</td>
<td>6.94 ± NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 8</td>
<td>0.50 ± 6</td>
<td>73–75</td>
<td>6.49 ± 2.24</td>
<td>Range = 0–124</td>
<td>4.10–19.85, N = 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 9</td>
<td>2.83 ± 34</td>
<td>72–74</td>
<td>10.07 ± 4.12</td>
<td>Range = 0–124</td>
<td>7.04 ± 0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 11</td>
<td>1.64 ± 18</td>
<td>74–76</td>
<td>10.07 ± 3.13</td>
<td>Range = 0–124</td>
<td>9.42 ± 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 12</td>
<td>0.50 ± 6</td>
<td>73–75</td>
<td>8.80 ± NA</td>
<td>Range = NA, N = 1</td>
<td>8.8 ± NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 13</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>74–76</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 14</td>
<td>0.25 ± 3</td>
<td>72–74</td>
<td>11.03 ± NA</td>
<td>Range = NA, N = 1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 15</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>72–74</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 16</td>
<td>0.08 ± 1</td>
<td>70–72</td>
<td>10.15 ± NA</td>
<td>Range = NA, N = 1</td>
<td>10.15 ± NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 17</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>70–72</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 18</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>70–72</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 19</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>70–72</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute 20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>70–72</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sediment deposits and strong tidal exchange with strong currents (Zimmermann et al., 2019; Ormseth et al., 2019). Similar features to the SJC sand wavefield have been found throughout this region (Barrie et al., 2009), including elsewhere in the San Juan Archipelago (Greene and Barrie, 2011). Though limited in area and extent, these benthic features consist of low silt, relatively well-sorted coarse sand to fine gravel sediments, and may provide important habitat for winter dormancy. Understanding complex benthic substructure such as this one may be important to understanding fish-habitat relationships in PSL. Differences in topographic complexity have been linked to spatial variability in the abundance and distribution of other forage fishes.

Potential differences in oceanographic properties driven by currents, flow, and complex bathymetry may influence distribution for a wide variety of pelagic species (McGowan et al., 2019). The use of inshore habitats by fishes in the Gulf of Alaska (Ormseth et al., 2017) and California Current (Yoklavich et al., 1991; Muhling et al., 2019) has been shown to be extensive. Moreover, these inshore habitats are not only important to forage fishes, many fishes inhabit inshore areas as juveniles. Quantifying habitat use in these areas may be critical to informing life history and to understanding recruitment in fish populations more generally.

These submersible surveys provided important confirmation of data...
recorded through alternate methods (e.g., acoustic Doppler current profile systems, Greene et al., 2017; sediment processing, Baker et al., 2021b, In Review). It also provided further support for the importance of tidal currents and flow in shaping and maintaining this dynamic bedform habitat (Greene et al., 2017) and confirmed prominent physical attributes of this habitat, related to wave height, periodicity and substrate composition and deposition. Submersible observations provided insight on important environmental attributes, such as light penetration. Despite the significant depth (60–80 m), ambient light was sufficient for us to perceive the surrounding area. Given that PSL are adapted to extremely low light conditions relative to other North Pacific fishes (Britt et al., 2001), it is evident that this light is sufficient to relay information on diel cycles. The fish (Ammodytes spp.) are responsive to light (Winslade, 1974) and have been observed to exhibit diurnal patterns in foraging (Hobson, 1986; Freeman et al., 2004; Baker et al., 2021a, In Prep.) and seasonal shifts in activity relative to daylight duration (e.g., winter dormancy, winter spawning, and spring emergence; Robards et al., 1999; van Deurs et al., 2010). Other studies have demonstrated that Ammodytes spp. may also be able to perceive light levels through sediments and receive these cues while buried and dormant; thus light may be a limiting factor in benthic habitat selection. Ostrand et al. (2005) demonstrated a strong selection for shallow water through habitat selection models and suggested that limits to light penetration at depth may be a limiting factor for habitat use. Our observations at 60–80 m, suggest light may not be a limiting factor at these depths. While it is expected that there is a high degree of variability in light conditions, observations occurred in September (approximately equinox) in both clear and overcast conditions and therefore may serve as a useful proxy for conditions in other seasons. This observation, though essentially a one-time observation, is instructive and provides a rationale for more intensive and precise measurements through traditional methods (e.g., using light meters at various deep-water locations known to support this species). This might be used to measure Lux at depth at seasonal intervals and in varied conditions to understand light penetration as a function of photoperiod, calendar date, and relative production or turbidity in the water column.

4.1.2. Improved understanding of Pacific sand lance dynamics and response

Submersible dives allowed direct access to the natural habitat for this species. That enabled insights on behavioral attributes, schooling dynamics, and response to disturbance. Most evidently in our surveys, contact with the seafloor caused disturbance to bottom substrates and related shock waves that precipitated rapid expulsion of PSL from the surrounding sediments. Also, proximity to the bottom and the related pressure wave and noise of the submersible appeared to flush fish from the sediments. These observations not only provide insights related to potential biases in the use of vehicles and disturbance in observing and estimating fish, but also related to potential predation on PSL within bottom sediments and escape response mechanisms. It appears that fish may respond to disturbance with an immediate escape response, followed by a disaggregated and disorganized response. Following this, fish appear to either rebury or reorient to school in an organized formation. Submersible observations also provided some insight into swimming dynamics. As documented in a similar species (Ammodytes marinus; Kubilius and Ona, 2012) fish seemed to swim with a positive tilt. More research is needed to quantify these attributes, but this seems to reflect the fact that sand eels and sand lance lack a swim bladder and are negatively buoyant. To maintain altitude, these fish must swim with some positive body tilt such that a positive lift is generated at slow swimming speed by moving with a head-up posture. This also suggests that PSL may tend to stay and forage within a small local area. This is
supported by multiple studies of *Ammodites* spp. that suggest these fish forage in close proximity (<5 km) to resident sediments (*Ammodites marinus*: Wright et al., 2000; van der Kooij et al., 2008; *Ammodites hexapterus*: Tokranov, 2007) and extensively re-use sediments and demonstrate site fidelity (*Ammodyes personatus*: Haynes and Robinson, 2011).

4.1.3. Potential biases related to submersible surveys

It is well known that vehicles used in surveys (including submersibles) may bias observations through disturbance and fish attraction or avoidance responses. Resulting abundance estimates may therefore be strongly influenced by species and size-specific fish behavior (Trenkel et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2014; McIntyre et al., 2015). Fish avoidance or attraction to surface vessels (De Robertis and Handegard, 2013) or submersibles (Stoner et al., 2008) has been shown to occur and these responses have been demonstrated to bias survey density estimates (Roslow et al., 1995; Yoklavich et al., 2007). This disturbance may occur in multiple ways. There may be rejections to the optical platform itself, especially for moving platforms such as remotely operated vehicles (ROV) and drop cameras. Fish may experience both auditory and visual stimuli prior to the passage of the observing vehicle with response at both the individual (e.g., position, speed, direction) and group (e.g., spacing, alignment, aggregation) level (Laidig et al., 2013; Somerton et al., 2017). Rockfishes (*Sebastes* spp.) have been observed to exhibit an escape response to underwater vehicles (Krieger et al., 2001; Stoner et al., 2008; Rooper et al., 2020). This response may be species- and/or size-specific. In our surveys artificial lighting was also required to navigate and observe fish. In most deep-water marine environments, artificial lighting is necessary for optical surveys, and the reactions of fish to the intensity and type of lighting is also poorly understood (Ryer et al., 2009; Rooper et al., 2015). Moreover in this species, bottom contact caused the emergence of fish from sediment. Disturbance to habitat is a critical consideration for the use of submersibles for any fish that actively uses habitat for refuge or cover.

4.2. Application of stereo-camera to fisheries surveys

Underwater stereo-cameras provide an efficient and alternative method to observe and measure fish in areas that are difficult to sample (Rooper et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2010) and have increasingly been used to sample pelagic fish populations (Boldt et al., 2018). Stereo-camera images enabled quantified calculations on PSL that were observed in situ. Evidence for preferences for particular areas within the SJC sand wavefield were inconclusive for population-wide preference. No zone-specific length differences were observed in any location grouping (NS, Zones 1–5, Center-Edge transect), despite large sample sizes. This may be a reflection of largely uniform physical attributes throughout this benthic habitat feature. Both fish counts and distribution were highly variable within dives. This appears to largely be a reflection of submersible-related disturbance. Additional survey work would be required to adequately quantify abundance through this approach. Additionally, methodology would need to be further standardized to account or at least control for disturbance effects (e.g., benthic agitation and disturbance). Furthermore, seasonal and diel effects and conditions related to tidal effects or turbulence might significantly influence abundance estimates. We concluded that PSL do not have size-specific preferences related to wave height or length, or distance from the center of the wave field. Given these observations, it seems unlikely that PSL habitat preference is based on the physical characteristics and variabilty examined here. It is more likely related to bedform physical characteristics like sediment uniformity, grain size, and oxygen content that, in this instance, were relatively uniform across the surveyed area. Van Veen grab data, which samples a standardized volumetric area of sediment, is less likely to be biased by disturbance effects and may serve as a better source of information for relative fish abundance and fish distribution within habitats. Still, observational data via submersible surveys may inform potential sampling bias inherent in alternative methods (e.g., trawls, grabs, acoustics), by understanding fish behavior within the water column, movement between pelagic and benthic habitats, and proximity to bottom. Submersible surveys may also provide a more efficient approach to data collection (e.g., an efficient alternative to length estimation). These methodologies are significantly different in their approach and strengths.

4.2.1. Complement and contrast to alternative methods

Used either in isolation or in combination with other approaches, stereo-camera data may provide a useful contrast to inform potential biases to alternate methods (van Duers et al., 2012; Freeman et al., 2004) and provide a unique perspective, particularly on species difficult to assess through alternative methods. Cameras can also sample in areas where trawling is not possible (e.g., shipping lanes), or permitted (e.g., marine protected areas). The use of the stereo-camera in unison with submersible transacts allowed us to further investigate submersible observations and quantify responses and metrics. Stereo-cameras can also serve as viable tools for acoustic target verification of fish species and measurements of fish lengths. Additional information on specific fish depth, tilt, and yaw may also be calculated, which provide further insights into fish orientation and schooling.

4.2.2. Potential biases and approaches to improve estimates of morphological measurements

The stereo image analysis process can introduce biases in measurements due to imperfect calibrations and variability in user-specified fish end points on images. In this study, mean length measurements estimated from the stereo-camera closely replicated estimates from physical specimens measured in the lab. Despite that, the variance in stereo-camera fish length measurements at the extremes was pronounced. Our results showed definitively that errors in length measurements were amplified when fish orientation was > 50° from orthogonal to the camera viewing direction. Following exclusion of data influenced by incidence angle, the application of standardized built-in stereo-imaging methods in SEASTES software appear to otherwise compensate for changes in fish appearance as a function of distance from the camera. Similar analyses have also noted differences in error related to fish orientation. Boldt et al. (2018) reported that fish length measurements were most accurate when yaw angles were < 30°. While removing measurements with higher angles relative to the camera substantially reduced the overall number of possible measurements that could be made, the randomized nature of fish orientation relative to the camera reduces the possibility that some size classes were less available to be measured by the camera.

Volumetric fish density analysis using the estimated camera viewing volumes and the 3D position of fish targets also showed a clear near-field avoidance effect. This was in part due to the location of the camera platform, which was approximately 0.5 m behind the forward-most point of the submersible. Observations of fish school movement also indicated fish attraction to the submersible lighting, which would indicate that the densities observed by the camera may not represent true undisturbed fish densities. These areas of potential bias need further investigation and would need to be resolved prior any standardized use of submersibles to estimate abundance. Use of submersibles with direct human observation in situ, while often prohibitively expensive, may provide useful insights into what factors deserve further investigation and how to implement controls.

4.2.3. Potential biases and approaches to improve estimates of abundance

Our results support past evidence (Williams et al., 2010) that stereo-based optical sampling is a viable method for augmenting alternate forms of abundance estimations. Stereo-cameras allow quantitative surveys of abundance and can also be used to observe and quantify the behavior of fish. Standard approaches use MaxN as a conservative count of fishes (Denney et al., 2017). MaxN is the maximum number of fish
observed within a single frame, used to avoid double counting fish that leave and return to a frame. Our abundance estimates using MaxN therefore serves as a minimum number of fish present and may underestimate true fish abundance. While this is an important consideration, biases to abundance estimates are expected in pelagic fishes and may be best ameliorated through adopting an absolute density approach, where each frame can be considered as a measure of fish density in either volumetric or areal terms (Williams et al., 2018).

4.3. Future applications

This study effectively applied submersible observation and stereo-camera image analysis as an alternate sampling methodology to examine relationships between PSL and sand wavefield attributes. The use of these methodologies may complement other sampling approaches and, in this instance, furthered understanding of this forage fish and its use of benthic habitat. Future studies are intended to use stereo-cameras to assess PSL presence at other subtidal benthic habitats, as well as beach habitats. Further work also aims to documents diel vertical migration and analyzes fish movement and behavior patterns, disturbance events, schooling dynamics, and reactions to predators.
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